
At trAck, we’re always looking for the most innovative, technological ways to improve a bowling ball. 
We take improvement pretty seriously. Even naming balls is serious business to us.

take, for example, when we introduced the 505A and the 607A SE, we had two great balls that were 
both angular, but at different levels. Our engineers thought that combining the two would create a 
freakishly good ball. SO tHAt’S WHAt tHEY DID.
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At Track the key to our success in creating 
great products is Research and Develop-
ment. Our engineers are the best in the 
industry at what they do, so why not 
start there? 

The Legion core quickly became the best-
selling core in the Track line when we re-
leased it in the 607A SE.

“Track bowlers love that core.” said 
Ron Hickland, our ball designer. “Our 
sales records of the 607A SE were off the 
charts. So why mess with a good 
thing? We made a minor adaptation 
to match a different cover and creat-
ed another great ball.”

The 505A’s MP GEN3 cover had a new 
performance pearl additive that helped 
to make the ball so angular. We knew we 
wanted another angular ball in the 5 se-
ries, so we took the 505A’s cover and put 
it around the 607A SE’s core. 

Jason Kosby, our Product Development 
Engineer, found the magic combina-
tion.

“We found that the 505A’s cover worked 
well with the Legion core,” expounded 
Kosby. “When we altered the color, it 
changed the chemical composition 
slightly. This cover works so well that 
it’s actually stronger off the spot than 
its predecessor, but it still has the an-
gularity bowlers love.”

We know that bowlers might have to adjust the 
surface to suit their lanes, but the surface we 
start with is the best match for that ball’s core/
cover combination.

We took three different grits of Abralon® pads, 800 
Abranet®, 1000 and 2000 grit Abralon®. Then we fol-

low that with Powerhouse™ Factory Finish Polish.

The Abralon gives grit to the surface to increase 
aggression on the lane. The Polish allows the 
ball the necessary length to keep the angularity 
right where you need it.
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There you have iT.  Three highly technical, obsessively 

worked-out steps to creating a better Track ball. Perhaps the 

best Track ball ever. if you need to know anymore, and you know 

you want to, go to tr Ack bOWl Ing .com.
800.837.1106  •  trackbowling.com


